ABSTRACT: Cu2O crystals are synthesised hydrothermally with an 8-branched morphology, which can undergo a transition to a cubic shape by increasing the reaction time. The rapid branch formation of these structures is studied over time using SEM, TEM, SAED, PXRD and TGA. The formation of Cu 2+
INTRODUCTION
Cuprous oxide, Cu2O, is a semiconductor material which has a cubic structure, a direct band gap of 2.137 eV 1, 2 and which typically exhibits p-type semiconductor characteristics due to the presence of Cu vacancies. [3] [4] [5] Due to its unique and interesting magnetic and optical properties, Cu2O has been widely studied due to its potential applications in a huge range of fields such as catalysis, 6, 7 gas sensing 8 and the conversion of solar energy into chemical or electrical energy [9] [10] [11] as well as having been at the centre of research into the Bose-Einstein condensation of excitons.
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Cu2O has been shown to exhibit a wide variety of morphologies such as thin films, 13, 14 nanorod arrays, 15 nanospheres or nanocubes [16] [17] [18] and even hollow crystals. 19, 20 Since the suitability of Cu2O for its various applications is so highly dependent on its morphology and microstructure, 21 an array of different and often complicated techniques have been utilised to attempt to control the shapes and sizes of Cu2O crystals. These have included electrochemical deposition, [22] [23] [24] [25] high pressure sputtering, 26 sonochemical methods 27 and many other techniques 28, 29 but the control of Cu2O morphologies synthesized via more facile, hydrothermal routes has rarely been reported. More recently, there has been interest in dendritic or branched morphologies and, in particular, the highly symmetric "8-pod branching growth" [30] [31] [32] of Cu2O crystals as the high degree of branching in such structures results in a much higher surface area than that of the more typical cubic or octahedral Cu2O crystals and may, therefore, increase the efficiencies of Cu2O crystals for their various applications. Little is understood about the mechanism by which these structures form, however, as many highly symmetric metal oxide crystals are thought to be single crystals so their growth goes unstudied as they are assumed to follow the classical growth route, first established over 100 years ago. This so-called "bottom-up" theory of crystal growth is described by the Bravais-Friedel-Donnay-Harker (BFDH) law [33] [34] [35] and Hartman-Perdok theory 36 and explains how single crystals are formed from a single nucleus via layer-by-layer deposition of the building units on the crystal surfaces.
In the present work, a simple hydrothermal synthesis is presented to form Cu2O crystals with an 8-branched morphology, which then undergo a transition to a cubic shape. By analysing the time-dependent growth of these particles, we present evidence that the classical theories cannot explain the rapid growth of branches along the <111> zone axes and show that, instead, the organic agents added to the solution disturb the environment for free crystal growth, leading to a new, non-classical mechanism. Detailed studies of the surface structures of the principal terminating facets of Cu2O will also be described, revealing that the unique surface charge of the terminating {111} facets is crucial to the rapid branch growth along the <111> zone axes.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION Sample preparation. The synthetic procedure used in this work was adapted from that reported by Guo et al. 16 for the generation of Cu2O crossed nanocubes. Firstly, 0.17 g copper (II) chloride dihydrate was dissolved in 5 ml distilled water and, separately, 0.2 g polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) (Mw ~ 55,000) was dissolved into 5 ml distilled water. The two solutions were added to 55 ml distilled water forming a pale blue solution that was then stirred for 30 min.
In the next step, 0.69 g potassium carbonate and 0.64 g monosodium citrate were dissolved in 10 ml distilled water. This solution was then added to the light blue aqueous solution from the first stage, which instantly turned to a much darker blue colour. Next, 0.9 g D-glucose was dissolved in 5 ml distilled water and then added to the dark blue solution.
The final solution was stirred for a further 10 min and then 35 ml of it was transferred to a 50 ml Teflon-lined autoclave which was sealed and heated in an oven at 80 °C for different reaction times of 1.5, 2, 4, and 13 h as well as one much longer time of 20 days. The resulting precipitate was collected after each reaction via centrifugation, washed with ethanol and distilled water and dried over night at 40 °C. To confirm the roles of organic compounds, experiments were also performed (1) with the glucose removed from the synthesis over 4 h, and (2) with PVP removed from the synthesis system. Sample characterization. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on the samples via the use of a Jeol-JSM-6700F field-emission gun microscope, operated between 1 to 5 kV in gentle mode. In order to avoid beam charging, each sample was coated with a thin film of gold prior to being inserted into the microscope column. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high resolution TEM (HRTEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) were performed through the use of a JEOL JEM-2011 electron microscope, operated at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV and fitted with a LaB6 filament. For these experiments, each powder sample was ground in acetone with a pestle and mortar and then deposited dropwise onto a grid coated with a holey carbon film. The images were recorded using a Gatan 794 CCD camera. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was performed to detect the composition of the samples using an Oxford INCA system attached to Joel JSM-6700F microscope, when an accelerate voltage of 20 kV was applied. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were obtained using a PANalytical Empyrean diffractometer, with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å). Highscore Plus software was used to analyse the resulting PXRD patterns. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out using a Stanton Redcroft STA-780 series instrument. 15 -20 mg of the dry powders was heated in a constant flow of air at a ramp rate of 2 °C per min from room temperature to 600 °C, held for 2 h and then cooled to room temperature at a rate of 5 °C per min.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Cuprous oxide, Cu2O, crystals synthesised over a range of growth times were first analysed via SEM (Figure 1) . This revealed variations in the morphology of the crystals, which started as 8-branched particles at the earliest growth time of 1.5 h (Figure 1a) , with the branches appearing to grow along the <111> directions of a cubic core. By a reaction time of 2 h, the dominant growth direction had become <100>, i.e. the branches had grown thicker, showing four diamond figures on the (100) projection, as the morphology appeared to transition towards a cubic shape (Figure 1b) . The space between the branches became smaller and smaller over time until all eight branches were connected (Figure 1c ) and then the space between them filled out, with increased growth on the {100} faces until finally, after 13 h, all the Cu2O crystals appeared as cubes (Figure 1d) . EDS results from these particles showed only C, O, and Cu. Low magnification SEM images of the samples with different growth times shown in Figure S1 in Supporting Information (SI) confirm that these morphologies are typical in the samples during the crystal growth, although at early stages, the morphologies of the particles are not uniform. In order to study this interesting morphology evolution in more detail, PXRD analysis was also carried out on the samples over a range of growth times. As shown in Figure 2 , crystalline Cu2O had formed very rapidly and so could be observed from the earliest growth time tested of 2 h onwards. The yield from the 1.5 h experiment was so low that there was insufficient sample for PXRD testing. The peaks in Figure 2 marked • have been indexed to the cubic Cu2O phase with unit cell parameter a = 4.2797 Å and space group Pn3 ̅ m. The intensity ratios of the peaks in the patterns in Figures 2a and 2c are similar to those observed from common powders of Cu2O (PDF card no: 01-075-6237). However, the relative intensity of the (200) peak increases significantly in the 4 h sample (Figure 2b) . This unusual phenomenon implies that during the morphology evolution from the 8-branched particles to cubic particles, the dominant crystal growth direction is along the <100> zone axes. The PXRD pattern from the sample grown over 13 h ( Figure  2c ) revealed a few low intensity peaks that could not be indexed to Cu2O but which actually represent the cubic Cu metal phase. These peaks have been marked ○ and are indexed to cubic Cu with unit cell parameter a = 3.6200 Å and space group Fm3 ̅ m.
TEM images, HRTEM images and SAED patterns were recorded from the branched particles to determine the microstructure of the early stage sample grown over 2 h (Figure 3) . Although the particles contained some organic components as indicated by the presence of carbon peak in the EDS spectra and by the TGA results discussed below, the samples were quite stable under the electron beam irradiation when the electron dose was not too high. 37 Both single-crystal-like and polycrystallinelike SAED patterns were observed as shown in the insets in Figures 3a and 3c, respectively. The HRTEM image in Figure 3b shows many crystalline domains that appear fairly well aligned (hence the corresponding single-crystal-like diffraction pattern) despite being separated by some amorphous matter as indicated by the arrow. The measured d-spacings marked A (2.44 Å) and B (2.12 Å) can be indexed to the (111) and (200) planes of cubic Cu2O, respectively.
In contrast, the HRTEM image in Figure 3d , shows many unaligned crystalline nanodomains, resulting in the corresponding polycrystalline-like SAED pattern. The lattice fringes could still be indexed to Cu2O with the d-spacing labelled C measuring 1.73 Å and D measuring 1.14 Å, corresponding to the (211) and (321) planes of cubic Cu2O, respectively.
Since the 8-branched particles had been broken for HRTEM imaging, the original locations of the fragments observed in TEM and HRTEM cannot be recovered. However, although both of the particles in Figure 3 are actually polycrystalline, the former has an obviously higher crystallinity. Star-shaped particles with multiple branches 38, 39 and spherulite particles 40, 41 with high density needles have been previously reported. However, the branches and needles in these particles have no specific relationship, unlike the particles observed in the present work, where 8 branches growing perfectly along all the <111> directions of a cubic structure. We therefore hypothesize that, in an 8-branched particle, the central particle should have a higher crystallinity than that in the branches. This is why the 8 {111} faces are well orientated. The particle in Figure 3a is, therefore, likely to be from a central seed particle, which ideally has an octahedral shape with 8 {111} facets of the cubic Cu2O. In order to find more evidence of this seed particle to support this hypothesis, the 1.5 h sample was lightly crushed and analysed again via SEM. The size of the seed particles was revealed to be approximately 1.5 m. Four {111} facets, which belong to the top half of an octahedron are clearly seen in Figure S2b in SI, after four branches are removed. The combination of these SEM images and the single crystal domains identified via HRTEM go some way to support the proposition of a seed crystal from which the branches grow outwards. On the other hand, the shape of the particle in Figure 3c looks like a tip of a branch where some nanocrystallites have developed in an amorphous matrix, but they are randomly orientated.
As indicated by the arrows in Figure 3 , it is clear that there is an amorphous, more likely organic, component present in the 2 h sample in which the Cu2O nanocrystallites are embedded. TGA analysis was carried out to confirm the existence of an organic component within the particles. This analysis is displayed in Figure S3 in SI, where it can be seen that the amount of this organic component decreases as the growth time is extended from 2 h to 13 h.
The organic polymer, PVP, which was stirred thoroughly into the copper solution, would play a key role in the early crystal growth stages as it can interact strongly with Cu 2+ ions in aqueous solution, causing them to aggregate together. Shahmiri et al. 14 reported the use of PVP to synthesise PVP-coated copper oxide, CuO, nanosheets via a quick precipitation method for use as antibacterial and antifungal agents. In their mechanism, a Cu 2+ /PVP matrix formed rapidly as an intermediate step in the formation of CuO.
PVP is composed of a polyvinyl skeleton with polar amide groups, which are able to donate hydrogen bonds on both the O and N. It has the potential, therefore, to form coordinative bonds with Cu 2+ cations, resulting in a complex, denoted Cu 2+ /PVP. In this way, PVP has been used to act as a stabiliser for metal salts dissolved in aqueous solution through the electrostatic stabilisation of the amide groups of the pyrrolidone rings. 42 In the present work, the Cu 2+ precursor forms a Cu 2+ /PVP cluster according to the same mechanism. Harada and Fujiwara have also reported the formation of a Cu 2+ /PVP matrix 43 and go further; explaining that as the interaction between the metallic ions and the PVP molecules allows the metallic ions to gather so closely together, PVP can in fact be used as an agent for the formation of rod-like metal particles that form along the linear PVP backbone. A parallel experiment was performed using the same synthetic system without adding PVP. It was found that the growth of Cu2O crystals was much lower and 8-branched particles were not observed.
A buffer solution with a pH value of 7 containing potassium carbonate and monosodium citrate was added during the synthesis, resulting in the solution instantly turning a darker, more intense blue. This addition did not only maintain the neutral conditions of the solution and further condense Cu 2+ in the Cu 2+ /PVP clusters, but also lead to hydroxylation of Cu 2+ as the citrate ions are able to pull protons from water molecules, causing the release of OH  ions from the surrounding solution that rapidly combine with Cu 2+ cations. 44 This local supersaturation is necessary as it results in the formation of nuclei of the intermediate cupric hydroxide, Cu(OH)2, phase.
45 Cu(OH)2 is comprised of [Cu(OH) 6] 4 octahedra that are stabilised at low temperatures through hydrogen bonds. 46 By simply raising the temperature, these hydrogen bonds can be broken, typically resulting in the rapid growth of copper (II) oxide nanostructures.
In order to form the copper (I) oxide structures in the present work, glucose (a "reducing sugar") was added to the synthesis. It has been reported many times that copper-citrate complexes (i.e. Benedict's solution) or copper-tartrate complexes (i.e. Fehling's solution) can be reduced by glucose to give rise to brick red Cu2O precipitates, and so these reactions are commonly applied in the analytical determination of saccharides. 28, 47 This role of glucose as a reductant in the present work was also verified experimentally. It was found that when the sugar was removed from the synthetic mixture, and the resulting crystals analysed via XRD, aggregates of CuO were revealed rather than 8-branched Cu2O. It is interesting to see that the morphology of the CuO particles appears to be aggregates of small nanocrystallites rather than regularly shaped monocrystalline polyhedrons (Figure S4 in SI) .
synthesis of Cu2O octahedral crystals and observed weak diffraction peaks of the Cu (111) and (211) planes alongside the expected Cu2O diffraction peaks. 48 The reason was that the reducing agent used was twice the amount of the stoichiometric ratio required to reduce the Cu 2+ to Cu + , and so some Cu + was further reduced to Cu. The same was the case in the present work due to the nature of glucose, which exists as three isomers: two cyclic and one linear. It is the aldehyde group on the linear chain that can be oxidised to form a carboxylic acid group and so as more of the linear form of glucose was oxidised, more was produced from the cyclic forms in the solution according to Le Chatelier's principle. 49 This means that, when the amount of glucose used is in excess, it is able to continue to reduce copper from Cu 2+ to Cu + and, eventually, to Cu. Due to the large difference between the 1st ionisation energy (745.5 kJ/mol) and the 2nd ionisation energy (1957.9 kJ/mol) of copper, the reduction of Cu + would start when most Cu 2+ have already been reduced to Cu + . Indeed, in the present work, Cu only appeared after a long time reaction, i.e. 13 h. When the reaction was allowed to continue for a much longer period of 20 days, the main phase detected via XRD analysis had become Cu and only two very low intensity Cu2O peaks could be detected. (Figure S5 in SI) .
The reduction from Cu 2+ to Cu + did not take place in the solution but actually on the surface of the growing crystal or the Cu(OH)2 nuclei as Cu + is unstable in water and rapidly undergoes a disproportionation reaction when added to aqueous media. This reaction is exothermic with a standard electrode potential, E Ø , of + 0.37 V and so will occur spontaneously. 50 It can be concluded, therefore, that some copper/polymer cations, Cu 2+ /PVP, in the solution would aggregate into large disordered particles with some anions to balance the charge. The reduction of the cations occurs only inside these aggregates, resulting in Cu2O seed crystals.
In order for the branch growth to occur so rapidly on the {111} surfaces, the precursor must have a strong attraction to the central Cu2O seed crystal surface. This leads to the interesting possibility that the {111} faces of the seed crystal may have an overall negative surface charge, causing the branch growth to occur so rapidly along the <111> zone axes.
In aqueous solution, exposed metal ions on crystal surfaces are typically covered with hydroxyl (OH  ) groups, with the extent of the coverage dependent on the pH value of the solution. At low, acidic pH values, these OH groups will not be stable. The addition of the buffer solution in the present work meant the pH remained neutral and so the terminating OH groups remain stable. Studies of the terminating facets of metal oxide surfaces and models of their electronic structures have revealed that the charge on the terminating hydroxyl groups is highly dependent on the specific electronic structure of the related crystal plane, [51] [52] [53] i.e. it is dependent on the number of metal ions that the OH  group is coordinated to. In the Cu2O crystal lattice, each Cu + ion is doubly coordinated, i.e. it is connected to two neighbouring O 2 ions. This means that it donates a charge of +½ per bond, and so Cu + cation on a Cu2O crystal surface will donate +½ charge to any OH  group it is coordinated to. Therefore, if a hydroxyl group is doubly coordinated (connected to two Cu + cations) as shown in middle of Figure 4 ; the overall charge of the site is neutral. If a hydroxyl group is singly coordinated, however, the overall charge of the site would become negative (CuOH) 0.5 (right model of When the terminal facets along the principal axes of Cu2O were studied, it could be determined that each face had differently coordinated OH groups. Figure S6 in SI shows the structure of the (100) surface where it can be seen that only doubly coordinated terminating oxygen atoms are present and so all the hydroxyl sites on the (100) surface would be neutral. Figure S7 in SI shows the structure of the (110) surface. In this case, the surface oxygen atoms are all connected to three Cu ions (one in the surface layer and two in a lower layer). This means that the terminating hydroxyl groups on the (110) surface would all be triply coordinated and, therefore, positively charged [(Cu)3OH] 0.5+ sites are present. surface O is connected to only one Cu (directly underneath) and so they have been labelled '1'.
The situation becomes more complex when the terminating (111) facet is studied as it is comprised of layers of alternating triply and singly coordinated oxygen sites, and so the surface charge depends on which point the structure is stopped at . Figure 5 displays the two possible terminating faces, which have been labelled Surface A (with triply coordinated hydroxyl groups) and Surface B (with singly coordinated hydroxyl groups). Surface B is the only terminating surface to exist with a negative charge and so the only viable candidate for a strong attraction with the positive Cu 2+ /PVP precursor. Surface A, however, would have the opposite effect and so it must be considered which possible terminating {111} surface is most likely to be the true one.
For this purpose, it is necessary to study the Cu atoms in the surface layers. In Surface B all of the Cu atoms are fully coordinated within the structure, i.e. they are already connected to two O atoms. In Surface A, however, some of the Cu atoms are not fully coordinated and are only connected to one O atom (as highlighted in Figure 5b) . Surface A would, therefore, be highly unstable as additional oxygen would rapidly be added to the structure to ensure the exposed Cu cations were fully coordinated. As soon as all of the singly coordinated Cu ions in Surface A have been fully coordinated, the terminating plane once again becomes the much more favourable Surface B. The most stable terminating (111) face will, therefore, be Surface B and so will exhibit a negative charge.
This negative charge, unique to the {111} terminating facets explains why branch growth happens so rapidly only along the <111> zone axes, due to a fast deposition of Cu 2+ /PVP clusters followed by a reduction of Cu 2+ , causing a deviation from classical crystal growth and resulting in the 8-branched Cu2O structure.
It is well known that the favourable final morphology of a crystal is the equilibrium shape that results from minimizing the surface free energy, as first suggested by Curie and Wulff over a century ago. 54, 55 The typical morphologies of Cu2O crystals are cubic (formed by 6 {100} facets), octahedral (consisting of 8 {111} facets), and rhombic dodecahedral (composed by 12 {110} facets). 56 If only thermodynamic factors are considered, the latter should be the most stable morphology (with the minimum surface energy), since the {110} planes give the largest dspacing (Figure 2) . In the present work, however, the morphology formation of Cu2O crystals is governed by both kinetic (at early stage) and thermodynamic (at late stage) factors. The {111} faces grow out due to the fast growth rate. The growth of the 8-branched particles pre-established the 8 corners of a cube, followed by further growth filling in the gap between the branches, leading to the formation of the cubic morphology.
As the crystallites grow larger there must also be a movement of PVP out of the structure over time, as supported by the TGA results ( Figure S3 in SI) , i.e. the ratio of PVP to Cu free in solution must increase as the Cu + are absorbed into the growing crystals. Xu et al. 30 studied the growth of different Cu2O morphologies using EDTA salt as both the chelating reagent and reductant and observed that the ratio of EDTA to Cu 2+ in solution affected the growth direction in a similar way to the present work. When the EDTA:Cu 2+ ratio was 1, the prominent growth direction was along the <111> zone axes but when the EDTA:Cu 2+ ratio was 2, the <100> directions became the prominent growth routes and so a cubic morphology was observed. The authors attribute this solely to the ability of the EDTA to stabilise the {100} surfaces, hence the cubic morphology, but this fails to explain why the branching along the <111> directions happens so rapidly during the initial stage and also assumes that the branches are single crystalline from the earliest growth stage which has been proven not to be the case by the HRTEM results obtained during the present work (Figures 3c  and 3d) .
Combining observations from the present work with those from published studies, it is now much more clear that it is both the existence of the Cu 2+ /PVP clusters and the unique electronic structure of the terminating {111} planes that causes the rapid branch growth along the <111> zone axes. Over time, as the ratio of organic to Cu cations increases, the amount of Cu 2+ /PVP clusters in the solution will decrease and so the role of the organic as a stabiliser for the {100} facets starts to become more prominent than its role as an agent for Cu 2+ aggregation along the <111> directions. This mechanism explains both the initial rapid growth along <111>, the subsequent slowing of growth in these directions and, instead, a transition from an 8-branched to a cubic morphology.
Summary of Growth Mechanism
It is now possible to propose a new, non-classical growth mechanism for the 8-branched Cu2O structures. Initially, Cu /PVP matrix. A buffer solution is then added, which maintains the pH at 7 and causes supersaturation of the Cu 2+ ions in these clusters, forming nuclei of the intermediate phase, Cu(OH)2. The Cu(OH)2 nuclei, which most likely exist with an octahedral shape, 45, 46 are reduced upon heating with the reducing sugar, glucose, giving rise to Cu2O seed crystals.
The positively charged Cu 2+ /PVP precursor clusters are attracted to the negative hydroxyl groups which exist only on the {111} Cu2O terminating facets (Figure 6a) . This results in rapid aggregation of linear Cu 2+ /PVP chains along the <111> directions, leading to the 8-branched structures observed at the short growth time of 1.5 h (Figure 6b) . The Cu + ions within the branches are able to gather closely together and undergo recrystallization upon reduction to form many nanocrystallites of Cu2O. /PVP clusters are attracted to the negatively charged terminating hydroxyl groups on the {111} facets of Cu2O seed crystals resulting in rapid aggregation along the <111> directions. b) The earliest appearance of the 8-branched structure where disordered branches grow out from a central seed crystal. c) The branches move towards a cubic shape as the Cu2O nanocrystallites within them grow larger, self-orientated, and join together. d) Finally the branches grow large enough to join together, forming a perfect cubic morphology.
As the reaction time increases, the Cu2O nanocrystallites embedded in the branches grow larger, self-orientate, and join together. According to the drive to minimize the surface free energy of the crystals, the gaps between the branches are filled gradually and the particle morphology changes towards a cubic shape as the reaction proceeds, reflecting the cubic unit cell of Cu2O (Figure 6c) . This means that, after the initial rapid growth along the <111> directions, there is then predominant growth on the {100} facets. Eventually, the branches grow large enough that they are able to join together, forming the perfect cubic morphology that is observed after a reaction time of 13 h (Figure 6d) . The cubic shape is the thermodynamically favoured morphology. Consequently, the growth of branches along the <111> direction is kinetically controlled, while the formation of cubes is thermodynamically controlled.
CONCLUSIONS
Whilst there have been previous reports of the range of morphologies Cu2O crystals can adopt, there have still been many questions left unanswered in the discussions about how and why these morphologies have originated. Some have reported that the formation of 8-branched Cu2O structures followed by a transition to a cubic morphology is simply a result of faster growth along the <111> directions. 28 Others have suggested preferential growth on different facets is due to the pH of the initial solution 31, 48 or of the presence of organic materials which may stabilize certain faces. 30 All of these studies, however, make the assumption that the branches are single crystalline at all growth stages and so, after the initial nucleation and formation of a central seed crystal, the branches still grow epitaxially via the classical "bottom-up" route.
Through HRTEM and SAED analysis, however, it has been shown that this cannot be the case due to the polycrystalline nature of the branches at early stages and to the existence of an organic matrix in the branches from which nanocrystallites of Cu2O are formed. This work, therefore, challenges conventional knowledge and the classical theories and instead shows that the formation of a Cu 2+ /PVP matrix in the solution competes with the classical crystal growth process, leading to aggregation of PVP and Cu cations followed by crystallization to Cu2O within the organic matrix.
The aggregation of precursor molecules/ions before the development of individual free crystals has been observed in many synthetic systems. Such an aggregation often forms large spherical particles and leads to a reversed crystal growth route, i.e. crystallisation takes place on the particles' surface followed by an extension from the surface to the core. 57, 58 In the present work, however, the highly selective deposition of Cu 2+ /PVP clusters on specific facets results in an 8-branched morphology rather than spherical particles. Consequently, reversed crystal growth is not observed.
Nevertheless, the surface charge driven mechanism is another type of non-classical crystal growth route. Studies of the electronic structure of the principal terminating facets of Cu2O demonstrate differently charged hydroxyl groups on the different terminating facets, which play a key role in the rapid branch formation. This mechanism, whereby charged surface hydroxyl groups attract precursor molecules/ions, has also been found to be the case recently for snowflake-like hematite crystals, with six-fold symmetry, which display rapid branch growth along the <112 ̅ 0> directions. 59 In that process, the {112 ̅ 0} faces were shown to contain positively charged hydroxyl sites, which were able to attract [Fe(CN)6] 3 anions.
It is vital to fully understand the mechanism by which crystals such as these form as only by developing a true understanding of their growth can we then stop the formation process at desired points and alter the morphology if required, tailoring the desired properties of these crystals for their various applications. Surface Charge Driven Growth of Eight-Branched Cu2O Crystals Katherine Self and Wuzong Zhou Synopsis: 8-branched Cu2O crystals that undergo a transition to a cubic shape over time are synthesised. The formation of Cu 2+ /PVP clusters is shown to play a key role in the reduction of Cu 2+ , nucleation of Cu2O crystals and rapid growth of branches along all eight <111> directions of cubic Cu2O, due to negatively charged hydroxyl sites on the {111} surfaces.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION

